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Highly conducting metal-film subwavelength hole arrays, lithographically fabricated on highresistivity silicon wafers in optical contact with thick silicon plates, have been characterized by
terahertz time-domain spectroscopy with subpicosecond resolution and over a frequency range from
0.5 to 3 THz with 5 GHz resolution. Awell-defined ringing structure extending to more than 250 psec is
observed on the trailing edge of the transmitted THz pulse. In the frequency domain this ringing
structure corresponds to a new type of extremely sharp resonant line structure between the fundamental
surface plasmon modes of the hole array. A simple theoretical model is presented and shows good
agreement with the experimental data.
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Although the microwave and terahertz transmission
through thin-metal films or metal foils perforated periodically with apertures has been studied since 1967 [1–
6], unusual high-transmission resonances through subwavelength hole arrays were only recently discovered
[7,8] at optical frequencies. These resonances occurred
at wavelengths different from those predicted by the
classic diffraction theory [2]. Since this discovery much
work has been done to experimentally characterize the
transmission of thin subwavelength hole arrays in the
optical [9–21], infrared [22], and THz [23–28] regions.
The enhanced transmission is now understood to be due
to the excitation of surface plasmon (SP) resonances [7–
22,24,25,27–33]. The SP enhancement can be affected by
the refractive index of the adjacent medium [9,12], the
shape and orientation of the holes [10,20,27], and the
thickness of the metal film [16]. In all these measurements, SP enhanced transmission has been observed only
at the frequencies determined by the integral order SP
modes coupled to the array [7,8]. Here, we present observations of a new type of high-transmission, extremely
narrow resonances at frequencies between those of the
integral order SP modes. These resonances correspond to
SP propagation in directions different than those allowed
by the integral order modes. We call these resonances
fractional order surface plasmons (FSP), which are
made possible by the high conductivity of metal films at
THz frequencies.
In this Letter, we present a time-domain and
frequency-domain study of the amplitude and phase
transmission properties of a thin-metal-film subwavelength hole array, lithographically fabricated on a silicon
wafer. The utilized THz time-domain spectroscopy
(THz-TDS) technique measures the complete THz electric field pulse with subpicosecond time resolution [34].
For this characterization a subpicosecond THz pulse is
incident on the hole array. The transmitted THz pulse
consisted of an attenuated subpicosecond pulse due to the

classical electromagnetic transmission of the array,
followed by a dramatic ringing structure, extending to
approximately 250 psec and due to the SPs excited by
the incident pulse. The observed ringing provides a measure of the time dependence and lifetime of the generated, frequency-dependent, standing waves spatially
coherent with the array and composed of counterpropagating, SPs.
The complex numerical Fourier transforms of the
measured THz pulses give both spectral amplitude and
phase. The long temporal scans of the pulse measurement
yields a frequency resolution of 5 GHz. We observe a
complex spectral structure for the output pulses compared
to the smooth featureless spectrum of the input pulses.
The transmission of the array is strongly enhanced by the
lowest order SP with a peak power transmission 4 times
greater than the geometrical transmission. In the frequency domain, the extensive ringing on the trailing
edge of the transmitted pulses corresponds to amplitude
and phase resonances in the region between the lowest
order SP modes of the hole array.
In the THz-TDS measurement, the input THz pulse,
polarized along the x axis, is incident on the metal face of
the sample at the beam waist. To a good approximation,
the incoming THz beam has a linearly wavelengthdependent Gaussian profile with an 9.2 mm diameter
beam waist (1=e point in amplitude) at 1 THz. The metal
hole array is a lithographically fabricated 280-nm-thick
Al layer deposited onto a doubleside polished 0.32-mmthick, high-resistivity Si wafer. The 60 m period of the
hole array has submicron precision with the rectangular
hole dimensions of 15 m (x axis)  30 m (y axis). The
ratio of hole area to the total area is 1=8, equal to the
geometric power transmission. A 10-mm-thick highresistivity Si plate was placed in optical contact with the
backside of the wafer to eliminate the backside reflection,
thereby enabling clean observations of plasmon dynamics
to an unprecedented 250 psec.
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The sample is centered with a 30-mm-diameter aperture. The empty aperture is used to obtain the reference
THz pulse shown in Fig. 1(a). The subpicosecond input
reference pulse is much shorter than the damping time of
the SP resonances at metal-film hole array interface,
which are responsible for the ringing on the transmitted
THz sample pulse also shown in Fig. 1(a). The inset shows
the temporal oscillations in more detail. Because the
expected attenuation lengths of the SP waves are more
than 100 cm [27], the decay of the ringing is considered to
be mainly due to the initially overlapping FSP counter-

FIG. 1. (a) The measured reference pulse and the transmitted
sample pulse. The insets show the expanded reference pulse
between 0 –10 ps and the sample pulse between 0–50 ps. (b)
The normalized amplitude spectra of the reference and sample
pulses.
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propagating waves separating from each other due to the
finite frequency-dependent excitation beam diameters.
This separation causes the resulting FSP standing waves
to disappear.
The corresponding amplitude spectra of the reference
and sample pulses are shown in Fig. 1(b). These numerical
Fourier transforms have approximately 5 GHz resolution
due to the total scan lengths of 223 psec, which include no
backside reflection. The reference spectrum has been
normalized to unity, and with respect to this same normalization the signal spectrum is shown as the lower
curve. This signal spectrum, multiplied by the factor
1=0:700  0:354 to remove the effects of the amplitude
transmission of the silicon wafer-plate combination and
the array, is shown as the upper curve.
The experimental transmission and phase change were
calculated by taking the ratio and phase difference between the complex amplitude spectra of the sample and
reference pulses as shown in Fig. 2, using the same
normalization as for the upper sample spectrum of
Fig. 1(b). Strongly enhanced transmission is seen at the
first integral SP mode at 1.46 THz. The amplitude enhancement value of 2, is equivalent to a power enhancement of 4 compared to the geometrical transmission.
In addition to the peaks predicted as the integral SP
modes indicated by the three vertical dashed lines in the
Fig. 2, we observed a series of strong and sharp transmission and phase change resonances in the frequency
range between the 1.46 and 2.06 THz resonances of the SP
metal-silicon 1; 0 and 1; 1 modes, respectively.
These features illustrated on an expanded scale in
Figs. 2(b) and 2(d), will now be shown to be due to the
coupling of the FSP standing waves to the hole array.
For a two-dimensional x-y hole array illuminated by
an impinging wave propagating in the z direction, the SP
coupling condition is given by ksp  mkx  nky , where
kx and ky are the array momentum wave vectors with
jkx j  jky j  2=L (L is the period of the array), and m,
n are integers, representing the m and n diffracted orders
from the hole array [7]. This relationship shows that for a
given SP wave vector, resonant coupling occurs when the
SP wave vector matches the in-plane momentum wave
vectors provided by the hole array. In the THz domain,
for a smooth highly conducting metal film the relation
between the excited SP wave vector ksp and the free space
p
vector k0 is ksp k0 " [27], where " is the dielectric
constant of the media.
An intuitive understanding of the coupling between the
SP and the illuminated array is based on the simple
picture that the electromagnetic fields in the holes of the
array excite SP standing waves consisting of two counterpropagating SP waves. The rectangular holes of the array
are oriented along the x and y axes with the narrow
dimension along the x axis, thereby preserving the incident x polarization. The FSP propagation vector is written
196804-2
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in the general form kfsp  kfsp x cos y sin, where 
is the angle between the FSP propagation direction and
the x axis. We take the x component of the propagation
vector to be kfsp cos  2=L, which assumes m 
1 for the lowest order SP propagation in the x direction.
For a given  the magnitude of kfsp is determined by this
relationship. The measured transmission peaks shown in
the frequency domain in Fig. 2(b) can be converted to
angle by the above relationship and understood as the
variation of the coupling of the FSP standing wave to the
hole array as a function of the propagation direction .
For a given , the corresponding free-space wavelength is
Res  Ln2 cos.
For evaluation of the coupling we assume that two
counter propagating FSPs interfere with each other and
form a pure cosine FSP standing wave in the direction 
with the corresponding resonance frequency c=Res . The
normalized FSP standing-wave electric field Efsp
can be
k
expressed as
Efsp
 coskfsp cosx
k

x0 

kfsp siny
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nL=ML  n=M, where n  0; 1; . . . ; 13, and M  16:5
is the number of periods of the evaluated array along the x
axis. These angles are indicated on Fig. 3 by the vertical
lines marked with the angle number. The agreement is
quite good and gives support to our claim that we have

y0 ; (1)

where x0 and y0 represent the system self-determined
relative position of the standing-wave nodes on the hole
pattern. For our simulation we obtained the best fit with
x0  22 m and y0  11:5 m, which is quite close
to the center between four neighboring holes
 22:5 m;
15 m. The origin of coordinates is at
the corner of the rectangular hole defined by the corner
coordinates in microns (0,0), (0,30), (15,0), and (15,30).
The well-defined FSP standing waves are coupled to
the THz wave transmitted through the periodic metallic
hole array. The measured amplitude transmission is determined by the coupling efficiency CE between the
FSPs standing wave and the hole pattern of the array, as a
function of . CE can be evaluated by the overlap
integral of the standing wave with the hole pattern
Ax; y of the array [35], where Ax; y  1 in a hole,
and Ax; y  0 outside the holes. A cos term is also
included to account for the projection of the FSP electric
field, aligned along the propagation direction, onto the x
axis field transmitted by the array. The transmission is
considered to be proportional to CE, which is given by




Z



fsp

C E  
cosEk Ax; y dS
;
(2)





where the surface integral is over a section of the array.
Here, we evaluate the overlap integral for a 990 m 
990 m section of the array, consisting of 16.5 complete
periods of the array in both the x and y directions. The
relative amplitude of the calculated CE shown as the
solid line in Fig. 3 agrees well with the measured data.
The resonances have the following simple geometric
interpretation: Starting along the x axis for which   0,
the enhanced coupling angles n are given by tann 
196804-3

FIG. 2. (a) Experimental amplitude transmission. (b) Expanded experimental transmission (dots) compared with theory. (c) Experimental phase change in radians. (d) Expanded
experimental phase change (dots), connected by a solid line to
guide the eye.
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In summary, a new type of surface plasmons has been
observed. By evaluating the overlap integrals of the corresponding standing waves with the hole pattern, we
obtained good agreement with the experimental data,
thereby confirming that the observed new resonances
can be simply explained in terms of coupling between
the standing waves and the THz waves transmitted
through the hole pattern.
We thank Sharmila Rajendran for the hole array mask
design and Abul Azad for help with the sample fabrication. This work was funded by the National Science
Foundation and the Army Research Office.

FIG. 3. Experimental amplitude transmission (open circles
connected with a dashed line) compared with theory (solid
line). The vertical lines mark n from the simple geometric
model.

excited surface plasmons propagating at these angles.
Similarly, the smaller peaks at angles n 1=2 can
be explained by the relationship tann 1=2  n
1=2L=ML. These resonances are considered to be due
to L=2 length of the rectangular aperture.
The results are then transformed from  to THz by the
relationship f  c=Res  c=Ln2 cos and are presented in Fig. 2(b). The calculated CE, multiplied by an
amplitude normalization factor, is shown as the solid line
in Fig. 2(b), compared with the measured transmission.
As shown in Fig. 2(b), our calculation matches the frequencies of the higher and lower measured FSP peaks and
also the peaks’ profile.
The array size used in the calculation provides the
best match with experiment. Because of the binary
treatment of the hole array in the overlap integral,
we can consider (with no change in results) the size
to be 1020 m  1020 m, by slightly extending the
original boundaries to the new corner locations (in
microns) at the four-hole midpoints  22:5; 15,
 22:5; 1005, 997:5; 15, 997:5; 1005. This new
size with the same 17  17 hole locations consists of
17  17 complete array periods. Consider three additional, identical 1020 m  1020 m arrays symmetrically placed in contact, each with one corner at
 22:5; 15. Because of the inversion symmetry of the
resulting 2040 m  2040 m, 4-array centered on
 22:5; 15, the original overlap calculation also applies to the 4-array. The effective array size is considered
to be determined by the spatial extent (at the array) of the
planar phase coherence of the THz beam, due to the
residual phase variation and curvature [36]. The 2 mm 
2 mm, 4-array is comparable in size to the spatial phase
variations of an incoming 6 mm, 1=e diameter. 1.5 THz
beam, and is thereby physically reasonable.
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